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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in wireless communications and sensing technologies are transforming quality
and integrity assurance in real-world complex systems—such as ultraprecision manufacturing
and human cardiorespiratory processes—from a reactive detect-diagnose, to a proactive
predict-prognose paradigm. Since much of the complexity in these real-world processes
emerges from the underlying nonlinear nonstationary dynamics, approaches based on capturing
this complexity from sensor signals are essential for their effective prediction and prognosis.
Development of such approaches has been identified recently to be one of the ten modern
scientific challenges.
This talk introduces a nonparametric Dirichlet process-Gaussian Mixture (DPGM) modeling
approach to predict the evolution of process states based on tracking the local nonlinear
dynamic topological characteristics underlying the measured signals. The approach is applied
for real-time monitoring of a common cardiorespiratory disorder known as obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA), which is found in 24% of adult males and 9% of adult females, and is considered
a major risk factor for stroke and acute cardiorespiratory disorders. The current treatment
methods, such as continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) are not suitable to a majority of
OSA patients. We developed a wearable wireless multisensory platform to continuously and
noninvasively acquire physiological signals, and predict the nonlinear and nonstationary
evolution of the coupled cardiorespiratory dynamics from the measured signal features using
the DPGM model. Extensive tests employing recordings from the Physionet database and the
wearable multisensory unit suggest that the present approach can predict an OSA episode 1
min ahead with an accuracy of 83%, and 3 min ahead with 77% accuracy. Such early detection
can be used to adaptively adjust CPAP device airflow or the torso posture to avert major OSA
episodes.
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